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Abstract. In the field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), engagement
bears critical significance, not just for informing a design and implementation of
the interface, but also for creating improved and advanced interfaces that can
adapt to users. While the idea of user engagement is passively being researched
in a range of domains, it has been used to various related but diverse concepts.
For instance, engagement is the vital element of an effective HCI design. The
primary goal of this paper is to introduce relevant research questions related to
the engagement domain. The paper studies engagement from four different
perspectives: (i) Theory: identifying key issues that aid in building a pluralism
of engagement frameworks, (ii) Practice: developing novel methodologies for
user engagement and reliable assessment tools, (iii) Ethics: discussing the ethical
aspects of engagement especially for designers and developers of humane
technologies, (iv) Diversity: investigating individual differences to develop
personalized engaging designs and understanding user diversities to provide
equal opportunities for user engagement. The discussion will lead to opportu-
nities for the potential researchers to acquire relevant knowledge, assess the
mechanisms of engagement and evaluate the current design frameworks.

Keywords: Engagement � Frameworks � User experience � User interface �
Ethics � User diversity � Human-Engaged Computing

1 Introduction

Understanding engagement is a multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary challenge for
many technology researchers and designers, a kind of profound knowledge they all
seek for. The term engagement itself has been applied in diverse settings, from
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games [1] to social networks [2] to the academic arena [3]. Engagement happens in the
utmost complexity of the virtual worlds, but also in a simplicity of the text-based
communication.

As stated by Ren [4], “engagement is the state of consciousness where a user is
completely immersed in and involved in the activity at hand”. At present, HCI
researchers and developers have been designing and inventing technologies that engage
users for diverse purposes. Engaging users is significant for designers of different
products and services of every kind, where a lack of engagement can diminish the
efficiency and meaningfulness of interaction between users and technologies. This need
to understand users’ experiences has motivated a focus on user engagement across
computer science. However, to date, there has been limited reviews of how HCI and
computer science research interprets and employs the engagement concept. Questions
persist concerning its conception, abstraction, and measurement [5].

Engagement is necessary to maintain the meaningfulness and efficiency of the
interaction occurring between computers and users. However, engaging/disengaging
users with/from technologies is an arduous and potentially a counterproductive
endeavor. It can be challenging when a lot of users stop being ‘in’ the interaction
after a few trails out of frustration due to its poor design or absence of motivation.
Stopping the interaction means the user seeks for alternative ways to serve their
purposes becoming engaged elsewhere. In addition, the ability to be engaged can be
hindered upon a user’s diverse cognitive and physical differences where they are
unable to use a system or technology properly such is the case with very young
children. In contrast, other users cannot stop using technology, finding themselves
addicted to it impacting their day-to-day life (e.g. gaming and internet addiction [6]).
This disequilibrium in the engagement between the computers and users may result
from a need of understanding engagement and it could have critical consequences on
general well-being of societies. This is even more so the case in diverse use cases,
where further reflection is needed to extrapolate the term and involvement with
engagement. For instance, the UK government has been pondering upon bringing in
new legislations around technologies for children following the French policy to ban
smartphones in schools.

This article addresses the challenges of this concept by determining key factors that
help development of engagement frameworks (theories), novel approaches to user
engagement and effective assessment techniques (practice), ethical considerations
(ethics) and individual differences to meet user diversity and provide equal opportu-
nities to all users, including those belonging to minority backgrounds (diversity).

2 Related Work

Engagement is a multifaceted concept that includes both engaged interactions on a
micro level and engaged human-technology relations on the macro level. Here micro
level is related to the interaction design while macro level has broader perspective
about general relationship between human and computer. Research on the micro level
often follows “an interaction paradigm” whilst exploration on the macro level tends to
adopt “a practice paradigm” [7]. With tech and computing products evolution for many
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objectives, engagement incorporated “user” next to it. For example, in video games, the
user engagement is taken as a preceding stage to presence and immersion [8]. Van Vugt
et al. [9] has later assessed engagement with the virtual reality by gauging it as a
concept between the distance and involvement. In various other fields such as the
development and use of information systems, the user engagement also consists of a
sense of involvement, both physically and cognitively [10]. To provide a more nuanced
answer to Shneiderman’s call that “much work [needs] to be done” to connect macro-
HCI and micro-HCI practices [11], Sun approaches engagement from the junction of
macro-HCI and micro-HCI with global social media design cases [12]. Here the macro-
HCI practice refers to critical design considerations such as agency, identity, values,
ideology, structure, power, dominance, and hegemony on a macrosocial level to
achieve engagement and empowerment. The micro-HCI practice refers to design
implementations to achieve efficiency, effectiveness, and some aspects of engagement,
with a focus on concrete tasks and different modes of interactions. From the com-
munication and media perspective, macro vs. micro also is associated with the struc-
turation process [13].

Engagement has been considered as an emotional [14], behavioral [15] and cog-
nitive [16] association between computer and the end-user. On the other hand, O’Brien
and Toms [17] associated engagement with resilience, challenge, and perceived control
by the user. Additionally, engagement has also been related to gratification [18] and
visual appeal [19]. Besides, there are also studies that considered engagement beyond
User Experience (UX) qualities. For instance, beside the hedonic aspect of engagement
(i.e., related to pleasure), Lukoff et al. [20] emphasize the eudemonic aspect of
engagement (i.e. related to self-actualization and fulfillment) to study the meaning-
fulness of engagement.

Lastly, Ren [4] proposed the Human-Engaged Computing (HEC) framework. HEC
is a study of the synergized interaction between humans and computers, as well as
phenomena around the interaction. It encompasses all aspects of interactions between
and within humans and technologies [21]. HEC targets the enhancement of the synergy
between humans and technologies through leveraging engagement. HEC demonstrated
a holistic view to understand engagement to apply it into interaction design for
enhancing human inner capabilities including human softer skills such as mindfulness,
focus, creativity, empathy, and self-regulation [22].

As the above conversation denotes, engagement is a multifaceted identity,
involving aspects of user experience, physical and cognitive functions, user perceptions
and synergism. However, there are many facets of engagement that remain unclear, and
yet, there are open questions that need to be addressed.

3 Open Questions on Engagement

The primary goal of this paper is to introduce relevant research questions and future
research directions related to the engagement domain. To this end, we review engage-
ment from different angles such as by connecting theory and practice and to address
design issues of ethics and diversity concerning technology engagement. These elements
chosen to overlap the above mention topics being applicable to all facets (see Fig. 1).
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3.1 Theory

Traditional HCI considers engagement as the number of clicks, the amount of time a
user spent with a product, or even as an affective user state. Despite the traditional
perspective, here we see engagement as a holistic consideration of interacting with
technology, where it emphasizes the meaningfulness of the interaction, values that
technology can add to users, and the longer-term benefits that users can get from
technology. However, it is not always clear what terms like ‘meaningful’ mean to the
various users; especially within the diverse user space [23]. Therefore, we need to think
about identifying key issues that aid in building a pluralism of engagement frameworks
[4]. Thus, we pose these following queries:

• How existing theories or philosophies can be integrated to deepen the understanding
of human engagement?

• How the relationships between different aspects of human experiences such as
emotion, cognition, behavior, and consciousness should be reframed into frame-
works for engagement?

• How should we reconcile different understandings of engagement across the macro
and micro levels?

• How should we understand the state of “engaged human” through well-known user
states such as flow state (i.e., absorption in the task) or mindful state (i.e., being
aware of the present moment)?

3.2 Practice

Developing novel practical techniques and methodologies for engaged users and
providing reliable metrics for assessing engagement are highly required. Accordingly,
we are interested in following questions:

Fig. 1. Open questions on engagement.
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• How can the existing methodologies in HCI (e.g. Gamification, Persuasive Design)
be reframed to develop novel engaging methodologies?

• How to evaluate engagement by proposing an overarching metric that included
various facets of engagement (behavior, emotion, cognition, consciousness)? And,
how different measurement methodologies such as usage and performance metrics
(e.g. experience sampling method, gaze tracking), psychophysiological measure-
ments (e.g. EEG, skin conductivity), and qualitative metrics (e.g. questionnaire,
interview) can support the mentioned engagement dimensions?

• How to develop a new metric that can assess engagement from the observable level
(i.e., usage metric) to more experiential level (i.e., absorption, immersion), and to
the extreme level (i.e., addiction)?

• What is the longitudinal aspect of engagement? How can we evaluate engagement
from the perspective of further effects of engagement on a person’s life (e.g.,
decision making) rather than UX level?

3.3 Ethics

Public attention to ethical technology design is on the rise. As technologies hijack the
human mind [24] and displease users [25], social initiatives such as Time Well Spent
[26] have emerged, and different studies [19, 20, 27] have been conducted to mitigate
the perceived detrimental effects of technologies. This detrimental effect has been
coined ‘dark patterns’ in UX/Interaction Design. However, there is still limited work to
explore ethical design issues from the aspect of engagement, and it is still critical to
raising awareness among researchers, designers, and end users. Here, we see a conflict
of interest between overall social good and revenue-driven businesses. Therefore, we
would emphasize “ethics for designers and developers”, where the people involved
within the end-product need to take more responsibility regarding the technologies
during design and even after shipping the product.

• How previous theories and studies in Value Research and Value Sensitive Design
can be linked to engagement proposing ethics guidelines for designers in this area?

• Is treating engagement as either a meaningful or meaningless approach appropriate?
What are the criteria for these categorizations and how are these measured, espe-
cially with diverse users? And indeed, is this something that needs to be measured?

• How can engagement lead to addiction? And, what are the solutions that can
promote mindful, voluntary engagement? (e.g., design frictions [19])

• Should the tech industry, similar to the pharmaceutical industry, require obtaining
an approval before releasing a product in the market? What are the opportunities
and threats of such legislation?

• What are the ethical dimensions of engagement that should be the focused upon,
beyond responsibility?

3.4 Diversity

Whilst Niksirat et al. [28] have already demonstrated that individuals’ experiences such
as flow state highly differ based on various factors like gender or culture, there is still
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much more variables that have not been investigated. Designing for the diverse users
and domains focuses design for specific classes of specialized users and these all
classes include sub-classes of children, adults, elderly and individuals having cognitive,
visual, physical and hearing impairments [29]. The user diversity is further extended to
industries like games, healthcare and aerospace. The solutions are being designed in
view of addressing user diversity since it has become a core factor to ensure effective
engagement. To recognize diversity, the designer considers the kind of user frequenting
the system, ranging from different skill levels, to users from diverse backgrounds and
different skill sets and abilities. Every kind of user expects the interaction with the
technology to accommodate their wants and desires; novice and physically/mentally
impaired users possibly needing more structured guidance and specialized technolo-
gies, while experts need speed and more advanced options. Accommodating both these
styles on the same page is challenging but important to address diversity within this
space.

However, by looking at what engagement means for diverse users this force typical
assumptions that we hold, such as meaning behind engagement and their typical
measurements, to be questioned [30]. This questioning includes both what a user
values, and how we know what a user values, and the best way to quantify and scope
engagement. By looking at the interchange between these methods, ethics and the
interchangeability between diverse users this can bring new understanding into HCI
and wider associations [31]. As such, engagement here is not about labeling the user
with the formed appellation but instead growing the terminology upon what engage-
ment is through these different perspectives, and how we design for this towards
diversity being inherently a preposition.

Thus, engagement for diversity can be considered from two points of view. First,
studying the effect of individual characteristics such as age, gender, expertise, and
personality on engagement can help researchers for developing personalized engaging
technologies [32]. Second, addressing issues regarding the accessibility and meaning of
engagement for users from different cultures, ethnicities, socio-economic status can
help designers to reach their product to the wider audience, while it can also offer more
power to users from relatively deprived communities.

• What individual differences could affect people’s engagement with computing
technologies? How can we tailor the design to users considering their unique
characteristics?

• How can we create technologies that both provide access to marginalized users and
allow opportunities for them to engage? What are the current hindrances? And what
have we been doing?

• What are the different considerations between engagement and empowerment in
this case?

• How do demographic variables such as language and income level can affect the
engagement? And how can we tackle those barriers to move beyond this?

• When including and engaging diverse users, what are the safeguards in place to
both regulate and allow for engagement?
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4 Raising Awareness

Technology is a double-edged sword. While increasingly pervasive technologies create
unlimited opportunities for a better quality of life, their domination can cause a dis-
ruptive effect on societies. This could be in form of depression after excessive use of
social media (i.e., hyper connectivity) [33] or lack of focus after getting too many
smartphone distractions [34]. In addition, recent tech scandals have raised serious
concerns about the abuse of technology (e.g., a couple was raising a virtual child in an
online game that they neglected their baby leaving her to starve to death) [35]. This
article aims to raise awareness about challenges that researchers should attack for the
future design to develop healthy, meaningful, and safe engagement.

5 Conclusion

This article provides a grounding for the interpretation and measurement of engage-
ment across HCI in terms of theory, practice, ethics, and human diversity, which may
allow us to fret less about what engagement ‘is’ and to instead focus on the value it
provides to diverse users. We have examined the theoretical grounding of definitions of
engagement and located these interpretations within an HCI, and interaction. The
conception of engagement is very often tied to measurement, and so we suggest instead
to examine the choice of subjective and objective measures and motivations for their
adoption. By individuating strategies for the design of engaging user experiences, we
aim towards identifying opportunities for employing the concept within modern design
projects. Finally, we annotate the areas for future work, as well as current trends across
the engagement literature based on previous works related to user diversity in HCI
settings.
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